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  Happy New Year to everyone. 
  On March 16th of last year, the Society of Polymer Science (SPS) received 
non-profit accreditation from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and Technology. It has been demonstrated that, in the 60 years of its 
history up to now, SPS has played an important role in supporting Japan’s 
postwar recovery and high economic growth. However in the present age, the 
requirements have changed in a significant way toward the goals of “health 
and safety in the human environment.” 

  Within this context, SPS has laid out a goal of “contribution to the realization of a society with 
sustainable growth,” set forth in The Society of Polymer Science Vision 2010 policy, and continues with 
dynamic academic activities towards this goal. SPS is an academic organization in which more than half 
of the approximately 12,000 members are corporate members. It is strongly aware of the importance of 
responding quickly to the problems facing society, and is promoting academic activities as a founding 
member of the Green & Sustainable Chemistry Network (GSCN). 
 Focusing on environmental problems, SPS contributes to sustainable industrial growth by supporting 
growth in areas in which Japan excels, such as desalination and water purification using RO membranes 
(reverse osmosis membranes) and ion exchange plastics created by polymer science and advanced 
technologies. Technology for recognizing and concentrating environmental contaminants, technology 
for separating them out and technology for recycling them are essential for a healthy and safe society, 
and at the same time the scientific and technical expertise developed up to now will contribute greatly 
to industry. The accident at the Fukushima nuclear power plant that occurred along with the Great East 
Japan Earthquake and tsunami on March 11, 2011 caused serious radioactive contamination that has 
yet to be resolved. At a special symposium that was held at the SPS Annual Conference in May shortly 
after the earthquake, problems were identified and project teams were started up. Unfortunately the 
teams are not active, but individual technologies are being optimized and parts of them are being 
adopted on site, so contributions are being made. Polymers are proving their worth. Partnering with 
industry, SPS is contributing its best efforts for the advancement of science and technology and the 
fulfillment of its social responsibilities. 
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For chemical recycling of plastic, in addition to recycling and monomerization, liquifaction, and gasification, use of reducing 
agents in blast furnaces and coke oven chemical feedstock recycling also fall under the category of chemical recycling. To find 
solutions to issues in social systems in order to promote recycling, since the quality of items that are discarded varies 
according to their history, development of a variety of elemental technologies is now taking place. The authors have been 
performing functionalization and chemical feedstock recycling of polyester through reductive dechlorination and chemical 
modification for PVC, which has been very difficult to process and recycle. Here is an overview of our work. 

Wet Dechlorination Treatment of PVC and chemical 
modification 
Figure 1 Bacterial adhesion suppression effects in SCN-
replaced PVC 
The authors have demonstrated that when PVC is wet 
processed in a high-temperature aqueous solution or 
ethylene glycol (EG) solution using an alkali hydroxide such 
as NaOH, a high degree of dechlorination is possible since a 
substitution reaction occurs due to OH-, not just an 
elimination reaction. This is different from the radical 
reaction that occurs in thermal decomposition. The reason is 
that ion reactions effectively promote reactions with the 
chlorine in PVC. Using this method, by substituting other 
functional groups for the chlorine portion of PVC, it is 
possible to upgrade to PVC that has new functionality. For 
example, when PVC is made to react with KSCN, which is 
used as a nucleophilic reagent, using ethylene glycol (EG) 
and other solutions as a solvent, the chlorine inside the PVC 
is converted to thiocyanate (SCN-).  

  SCN- is a chemical that is found in wasabi and Japanese 
mustard. By converting some percentage of the chlorine in 
the PVC, a bacterial adhesion suppression effect is produced. 
(Figure 1) Conversion of a small amount of chlorine does not 
lose much of the characteristics of PVC itself. Due to the 
characteristics of the substitution reaction, PVC pipe or 
wallpaper with antibacterial properties is made possible.  

  For dechlorination treatments 
thorough dechlorination is 
necessary, but a special 
characteristic can be obtained 
through chemical modification 
using this substitution reaction. 
Namely, by converting a 
portion of the chlorine, new 
functionality can be gained 
while keeping PVC’s original 
functionality. 

Polyester liquifaction and metal recycling 
  Since terephthalic acid (TPA) and sublimation materials such 
as benzoic acid are produced during thermal decomposition of 
polyesters such as PET, corrosion of pipework becomes a 
problem at plants where thermal processing is done.  However, 
the addition of slaked lime suppresses their production and 
furthermore selective liquefaction, primarily of benzene, is 
possible. The merit of this method is that by hydrolytic 
degradation under high temperatures TPA is selectively 
produced from the polyester, and the catalysts calcium and salt 
are produced. Furthermore, benzene is produced by the 
progress of this thermal degradation. Since due to the 
breakdown of polyester the principal constituents of the 
residual substances are composites and composite metals this 
makes recycling easy. (Figure 2) It is a process whereby the 
calcium acting as a catalyst can be used for recycling as 
oxidized calcium. In other words, simply by adding together the 
targeted waste plastic and water steam, it is possible to liquefy 
the waste plastic and recycle the metal. For example, using a 
reaction at 500℃ on a silver-coated polyester film, it is 
possible to convert 83% of the polyester by weight into 
benzene. Furthermore, we have succeeded in recycling 95% or 
more of the silver, at a purity of 96% or more. 
In waste plastic processing, even though plastic is recycled 
cascading elements are strong, so it is necessary to create 
comprehensive recycling systems that include upgraded 
plastics and metals. 
  In particular, the Home Appliances Recycling Law will be 
enacted starting from 2013, and so the technical development 
of recycling processes for both metal and plastic will be 
important elements. 
  We hope that our research will play a role in this. 
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  Smectite is a mineral that is especially easily dispersed into water, even compared to other clays. Smectite is structured in 
such a way that inorganic cations are sandwiched between thin silicate platelets that are approximately 1nm in thickness (one 
nanometer is one billionth of one meter). Claist® is a film material that is composed of film and coating layers made by 
applying and drying a fluid dispersion of smectite. Claist® has high heat resistance and gas barrier properties, and transparent 
film can be prepared using synthetic smectite.  In the 10 years since Claist® was developed, a variety of products which utilize 
Claist® have been developed. Here is an introduction to the current state of these developments. 

  Since the 1970s, “clay plastic nanocomposite materials” 
have been studied as gas barrier materials. These materials 
contained small quantities of clay added to the plastic. 
Microscopically, they were structured so that clay crystals 
were dispersed uniformly from a single layer to multiple 
layers inside the plastic. The result was a substance superior 
to plastic as a gas barrier.  Logically, it would seem that the 
more the quantity of clay was increased the greater its gas 
barrier properties would become. It is understandable that 
the clay content of Claist® greatly exceeds other 
nanocomposites.  
  After the development of heat-resistant gas barrier film in 
which smectite crystals are densely highly oriented (2003), 
based on the activities of the industry-academia-government 
cooperation consortium nine products (industrial seal 
materials, burn-prevention spray, hydrogen barrier film, clay 
for making film and anti-fog coating, etc.) have had actual 
implementations. These are not just the result of 
collaboration between the National Institute of Advanced 
Industrial Science and Technology and corporations. These 
efforts have been accelerated by the synergistic deployment 
of concerted technical cooperation among related industries. 
  The non-asbestos gasket, which was the first product to use 
clay film, has clay film applied to the surface of an expanded 
graphite sheet. Due to its heat resistance, seal properties 
and handling properties, it is in use in Japan in such places as 
power generating stations, oil refineries and chemical plants. 
(Figure 1)  In addition, indoor durability testing is ongoing on 
solar panels which have clay film as backsheets, and outdoor 
testing is beginning. Also, tanks made of composite materials, 
which are expected to be used for fuel cell vehicles, etc., use 
clay film for gas barrier layers.  
They show superior sealing 
ability in helium leak tests. 
(Figure 3 
The above-mentioned three 
types of uses have 
something in common. 
Natural clay is used in all of 
them.  

The optimal clays for each use are selected, and also in some 
cases multiple clays are blended and used, including clays 
produced from the mines in the Tohoku region. A process for 
synthesizing clay from rice husk ash has been developed for the 
use that is required for the transparency of Claist®. As a new 
project, we are turning our efforts to the creation of high 
durability craft lacquerware using a coating of Claist®.  As shown 
above, asbestos-free gaskets and gaskets that are used to rebuild 
plants destroyed in earthquakes have shown good results in 
emergency-response situations. They also use clay resources of 
the Tohoku region, and at the core is the partnership with local 
small and medium-sized businesses. This development promotes 
long-lasting Tohoku-generated innovation. Also, researchers at 
the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and 
Technology have been involved in successfully obtaining 26 
Japanese and 20 overseas registered patents, and by deploying 
clay film globally in future, will provide a boost to domestic 
corporations launching these products overseas. We believe that 
this has great significance. 
  Meanwhile, the outcomes have not yet been fully realized, but 
we can point to the establishment of a full-scale supply system 
for materials such as powder, paste and film, the promotion of 
standardization, the development of ultra high barrier film, the 
development of clear heat-resistant film to substitute for glass, 
the establishment of sufficient flatness on the surface of the film 
and the functionality of the film.  The goals for the future are to 
work to solve these problems, and to grow Tohoku’s 
environmental brand industry through the industry-academia-
government cooperation consortium, etc.. Through the 
development of Claist® we think that it is important to heighten 
our shared knowledge systematically, starting from the original 
empirical rules, to use natural substances in a positive manner 
and to bring forth nature’s bounty by “Megumi Monizukuri” 

Figure 1: Developed non-asbastos 
gasket 

Figure 2:  Evaluation testing of solar battery 
modules which use clay film as backsheets 

Figure 3: Ultra high-pressure tank 
made of composite materials 
 


